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Abstract—Natural as well as human-caused disasters and catastrophes easily lead to chaos. Effective crisis communication and informing the public about the ongoing situation can reduce chaos and maintain social resiliency. Communication, however, relies on a working physical infrastructure, which usually is broken in the incident area. Whereas first response teams and authorities benefit from special communication equipment, civilians do not and experience longer periods of being disconnected from the outside world. Even if messages come through occasionally, the communication is too intermittent to allow for channel-based trust models. TLS, for example, requires access to trusted third parties to authenticate data.

In this position paper, we argue that end-to-end communication conflicts with disaster scenarios. We propose an approach that leverages information-centric networking (ICN) to authenticate risk and crisis communication in loosely connected communication systems. Our proposal makes use of spatiotemporal decoupling of data from their producers based on ICN for optimal message propagation in fragmented networks, while introducing a trust bootstrapping phase to enable off-line authentication. The data-oriented security model of ICN is used to tailor a trust model specifically for scenarios during which access to trusted third parties or data owners is not given and messages are relayed through untrusted parties.

Index Terms—Information-centric Networking, Disaster Management, Data-origin Authentication, Trust

I. INTRODUCTION

Severe disasters and catastrophes almost always lead to communication disturbances by damaging the infrastructure, by causing power outages, or due to delayed and unattainable repairing efforts [1]. Whereas disaster relief teams are in advantage in terms of communication means through special equipment such as satellite phones and long range radio systems, civilians are susceptible of becoming isolated and getting cutoff from external communication. Due to the extra ordinary state of the situation during such incidents, it is as critical as ever to guarantee risk and crisis communication in face of disasters to maintain social resiliency [2], [3].

Effective crisis communication requires, among others, timely information provision from trusted and credible sources. In challenged or fragmented networks, however, it is unreliable to utilize existing Internet infrastructure, as targeted endpoints might be unreachable or down altogether. Simply put, the end-to-end paradigm of the Internet does not adapt well in disaster and crisis response phase. Even if limited communication is made possible, e.g., through ad hoc, delay and disturbance tolerant, or software defined networks, typical security measures such as public key infrastructure (PKI) require access to trusted third parties (TPP), which cannot be guaranteed. Nonetheless, authenticating messages in such scenarios remains a crucial and necessary step.

In this paper, we focus on securing messages, e.g., warnings, issued by authorities which can be authenticated off-line regardless of how a message is retrieved (see Figure 1).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: a brief overview of ICN and respective trust management is given in § II followed by a general concept on how to realize off-line authentication for disaster response in ICN in § IV. A concrete solution based on named-data networking (NDN) [4] is introduced in § V. § VI discusses related work, and § VII summarizes our findings.

II. BACKGROUND

Information-centric networking introduces a paradigm shift from host-centric networking to information by decoupling data from its producer both in temporal and spatial dimensions. Instead of assigning names to addresses and addresses to hosts to forward packets between them, in ICN the network is responsible for discovery and retrieval of data packets which are identified through unique names. ICN nodes are able to cache content for future provision without relying on the original producer.

The new networking paradigm of ICN requires new security perspectives. In contrast to securing channels between hosts such as in HTTP secure (HTTPS) or secure shell (SSH), ICN secures content independent of communication participants.
A common approach in securing data is to use digital signatures over secure hashes of the data. To achieve authenticity, asymmetric cryptography signs data using a private key and verifies the signature using the corresponding public key. Public keys are commonly available in form of certificates. A certificate comprises a public key and metadata signed either by the owner (self-signed) or by a trusted third party (TPP) and is leveraged for signature verification and consequently data origin and non-repudiation authentication. To simplify key management tasks and policy enforcement, a trust management framework [5] can be used. Such framework defines trust relations by specifying which parties can issue and certify credentials. i.e., TPPs, and enforces policies by putting constraints on actions of credential holders. Respectively, trust is established transitively through a TPP between a relying party and a subscriber, which uses the services of the TPP [6]. Beside the simple trust model, depicted in Figure 2a, alternative models such as multiple trusted parties, Figure 2b, and cross-certified trust anchors, Figure 2c, are possible. A generalization of these models is given in Web-of-Trust (WOT) [7] in which each party acts both as an authority and a relying party, see Figure 2d. Trust is considered to be established (to some degree) between two parties if there can be found a trust relation between them.

### III. Requirement Analysis

Before eliciting functional and non-functional requirements, the following scenario is used to illustrate a typical use case of our proposed approach: given a geographically restricted disaster-stricken area in which communication channels between authorities and civilians are disturbed or cutoff altogether, it should be possible to (i) carry messages from authorities to civilians over multiple hops, and (ii) provide authentication mechanisms which are infrastructure-independent and only require information fetched in a preceding trust bootstrapping phase. Figure 1 visualizes such use case in its simplest form.

Stakeholders in this scenario are (i) alerting authorities as data producers, (ii) off-line and out-of-band data carriers, and (iii) data consumers ranging from consumer electronics to IoT devices and local network routers. Functional requirements are respectively defined as follows:

**R1** Decoupling data from respective publishers.

**R2** On and off-path caching.

**R3** Passive and active data discovery.

**R4** Data retrieval by its name (and not through its host).

Non-functional requirements are given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>Compatibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>Integrability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N3</td>
<td>Scalability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N4</td>
<td>Security.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N5</td>
<td>Resilience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N6</td>
<td>Fault-tolerance.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N1 and N2 emphasize the importance of compatibility with established and common protocols, e.g., common alerting protocol (CAP) [8], N3 foresees the need for scalability in face of increasing data publishing frequency and consumer count, N4 denotes the need for mechanisms to secure data, N5 is derived from the fragile nature of given situation immediately after disaster and crises, and finally N6 caters for failures in involved networking nodes.

### IV. Concept

The goal of this work is to conceptualize an approach which allows securing messages, their dissemination in challenged networks, and finally providing means for off-line authentication. All functional requirements are already covered when using ICN as networking infrastructure (see section II). Regarding non-functional requirements, we focus on N4, namely security, while leaving the rest for future work.

We consider a data packet to be secured if the following can be guaranteed: (i) data integrity, (ii) data origin authentication, and (iii) non-repudiation verification. In other words, it should be possible to confirm that data has not been modified during transmission, its origin is traceable, and it can only be originating from its producer and no one else. A producer in this context is a real-world entity, e.g., an alerting authority, identified by its digital credentials. Whereas mere technical solutions can be used to realize data integrity verification (by secure hashes) or non-repudiation attestation (by asymmetric cryptography), origin authentication requires organizational effort to bind digital credentials with real-world identities. To bind real-world identities to public keys, certificates are enhanced with metadata, e.g., using organization field in X.509 certificates [9], and the authenticity of the binding can be attested by a TPP.

As the emphasis of this work lies within off-line authentication, consumers need to fetch all necessary certificates during the bootstrapping phase before a disaster strikes. This way no on-line communication is required during authentication to fetch missing certificates. This turns out to be a non-trivial task, since a wide spectrum of non-governmental, private, and international entities are involved in disaster management (DM) beside the local major parties, such as police forces, fire departments, and emergency medical services.

Adequate trust bootstrapping would entail two phases: (i) a discovery, and (ii) a certificate retrieval phase. In discovery phase, a consumer should be able to fetch a list of DM organizations which in turn maintain a set of certificates of their authorized producers. The inquiry is context-aware and results in discovery of only spatially related authorities, including both local and global organizations with a mandate for DM in that specific region. Finally, the retrieval phase is an iterative process by the consumer through which the set of certificates for authorized producers is fetched from the discovered organizations. To be practical for consumers, we propose the highest civil protection body of each country, e.g., Sécurité...
**Civile** in France, **BBK** in Germany, or **FEMA** in the USA, to maintain the list of top-tier DM organizations. It would suffice for consumers to obtain the certificate of civil protection organization securely to initiate the trust bootstrapping phase.

**V. PROPOSED SOLUTION**

In this section, we introduce a proof of concept that fulfills all functional and non-functional requirements leveraging named-data networks (NDN) [4] as ICN core and NDNSSSEC [10] for namespace management.

NDN is a popular ICN approach supporting a hierarchical naming scheme. Data packets in NDN are identified by their names, e.g., `/com/example/index.html`, and can be retrieved using interest messages. Intermediate nodes forward interest messages to producers or hosts, which may have cached copies of the desired data. Data packets can be secured using asymmetric cryptography, and a signed packet contains all information necessary to fetch the corresponding certificate(s) required for authentication. For this NDN introduces the KeyLocator field (part of Digital Signature). A certificate in NDN is an ordinary data packet which carries a public key. To distinguish certificates from ordinary data packets, NDN adds special constraints on the naming of the certificate packets. The standard naming convention for certificates in NDN is as follows: `/<prefix>/KEY/<id>/<issuer>/<ver>` [11] where prefix denotes the certificate namespace, id the ID of the key it carries, issuer the ID of the issuer, and ver the certificate version. The structure of interest and data packets in NDN is depicted in Figure 3.

NDNSSSEC is a security extension which relies on DNS to realize namespace management in NDN. It partitions the global NDN namespace into smaller management units, zones, and provides mechanisms to verify if a producer is authorized to publish under a zone or not. To this mean, a DNS zone apex, e.g., `example.com`, is ndnified [12] into its equivalent reverse slash separated notation, e.g., `/com/example`, and is used as name prefix for names published under that zone in NDN. The possibility of representings a DNS zone apex in its equivalent NDN notation and vice versa enables the outsourcing of zone management in NDN onto existing DNS ecosystem. This way not only technical aspects of namespace management, but also non-technical issues, such as binding names to real-world identities or solving trademark conflicts, are taken care for by DNS related organizations, such as ICANN. To authorize an NDN publisher to publish under a given zone, the respective zone owner must register a public key of a producer as a DNSKEY record under its authoritative name server. Prior to publishing a packet, the producer would sign it using its private key, and set the KeyLocator respectively, that is with zone apex as `<prefix>` and its public key digest as `<id>`. To authenticate a packet, consumers consult the DNS to check if any of the listed public keys by the zone owner has been used to sign the packet or not [10].

---

**Fig. 3. NDN Interest and Data Packets**

**Fig. 4. Overview of Workflow: from Bootstrapping to Authentication**

Our proposed solution presupposes the following as given: (i) both data producers and consumers have access to the same logical NDN instance, (ii) consumers access the network through a designated application which is already preconfigured with zone apexes, e.g., `/gov/fema`, and certificates of the highest civil protection bodies for each country, and (iii) participating DM organizations follow NDNSSSEC policies to authorize producers under their respective zones.

The general workflow of our solution comprises three stages as follows:

1) **Trust Bootstrapping**: The optimal phase to initiate trust bootstrapping is prior to disaster, e.g., in disaster preparedness phase. Depending on its current location, a consumer would first need to fetch the list of authorized DM organizations. To this mean an interest message is dispatched for the list of zone apexes of authorized organizations under the name `/ao` prefixed with the namespace of respective civil protection organization. For example the list of authorized DM organizations within the United States can be retrieved by dispatching an interest for `/gov/fema/ao`. Note that the response is not necessarily provisioned by the data owner but any other reachable node which happens to have a copy of that packet. The authenticity of the response can be verified using the preloaded certificates in the application of the
consumer.

Iteratively, the consumer fetches the list of public keys authorized by each organization using NDNSEC. This step can be done using a single round trip per organization by simply querying all DNSKEY records listed under its authoritative name server. Finally, the digest of public key for each entry is calculated and is stored in a local key registry alongside the zone apex and the key itself.

2) **Data Publishing:** Published data must conform to the NDNSEC workflow and policy. An authorized producer must sign its data and set the KeyLocator prior to publishing.

3) **Data Consumption and Authentication:** During disaster response it is expected for consumers to retrieve messages from DM organizations relayed through untrustworthy parties. Given a data packet, a consumer uses NDNSEC to extract the respective zone apex from packet’s name and its signature info block. The zone apex is used to search the local key registry, which is propagated during the trust bootstrapping phase, for authorized keys. The key digest included in the packets KeyLocator field is used to filter available keys in the registry.

The general overview is summarized in Figure 4.

VI. RELATED WORKS

The benefits of utilizing ICN in disaster management has been a subject of attention in recent years. Tyson et al., for example, highlight improved resiliency and superior disruption tolerance [13], while Seedorf et al. emphasize the spatiotemporal decoupling and data-oriented security schemes of ICN [14] as beneficial for disaster management. Projects such as GreenICN [15] and UMobile [16] are a few examples which leverage ICN specifically for disaster management use cases.

At the same time and in spite of widely recognized need for suitable trust models in disaster scenarios [13], [14], [17], only a few approaches have been proposed so far which address both origin authentication and identification. Seedorf et al. [18] propose a decentralized mechanism based on WOT (see Figure 2d) to bind names to real-world identities in fragmented mobile networks. The objective here is to assess trustworthiness of on-behalf-of messages which are received from unknown third parties. Tagami et al. [19] leverage identity-based cryptography to avoid the need for persistent access to TTPs for authentication. In this approach, the identity of a producer is used to generate its public key using only public parameters retrieved from a trusted private key generator (PKG) (see [20]). A consumer can then generate public keys for an arbitrary producer on the fly, given that the corresponding private key is generated by a PKG known to and trusted by the consumer.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a solution for message propagation and off-line data-origin authentication in fragmented and intermittent networks. Whereas the end-to-end principles of the Internet are considered as an obstacle, the spatiotemporal decoupling of data from hosts and the data-oriented security paradigm of ICN are enablers for quick message propagation and authentication in scenarios with impaired communication infrastructure. Our future work comprises the implementation of the proposed solution and its evaluation. An analysis of time and space complexity of trust bootstrapping phase as well as the authentication process is to be undertaken. Furthermore, the organizational overhead for involved parties has to be studied to assess the integrability and interoperability of our approach in existing workflows of DM organizations.
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